
DUALITY IN PRODUCTS OF GROUPS
WITH OPERATORS

BY

J. W. ELLIS(')

1. Introduction. The concept of a complementary group to a given group

X, i.e., a group which may be considered as a certain collection of homo-

morphisms on I to a (fixed) group Z, occurs in many places, as does that of

dual groups, each of which is complementary to the other. Perhaps the most

common examples of complementary groups are the character group of a

topological group and the adjoint space of a linear topological space.

A natural question is: can the complementary group of a (weak or com-

plete) cartesian product of groups be described easily in terms of the comple-

ments of the individual groups; in particular, is it some sort of product of

these? This was answered affirmatively for certain groups and their char-

acter groups by Kaplan [4] and for adjoint spaces of locally-convex real linear

Hausdorff spaces by Katetov [5].

This paper gives an affirmative answer in a situation general enough to

include both of these results as well as some others. The investigation is done

by using 5-spaces and S-homomorphisms (§2) where an 5-space is an abelian

group which has 5 as a semigroup of operators. Groups are /-spaces, with /

the integers, and linear spaces over $ are ^-spaces.

Our main theorem (4.4) states results about certain subspaces of a product

which contain the weak product; its principal consequences state that, under

certain conditions, the complement of a cartesian product of spaces, with the

usual product topology, is the weak product of their complements; and the comple-

ment of a weak product of spaces, if its topology lies within a certain interval, is

the cartesian product of the complements. Combining these in an obvious way

provides duality theorems, including (8.5) Kaplan's result that the family of

groups which are the character groups of their character groups is. closed

under the formation of cartesian products, and (9.6) KatStov's theorem that

the adjoint of a product is the weak product of the adjoints and dually.

2. Definitions and notation. The letter S will denote a fixed, commutative

semigroup, written multiplicatively. The symbols C,R, /willrepresent either
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the multiplicative semigroup or the additive group of the complexes, the reals

and the integers, respectively; it will be clear from the context which is in-

tended. We will designate by Xr the set of all functions on Y to X; the circle

group will be written as the quotient group R/J.

By an S-space we shall mean an abelian group X (written additively and

with identity 6) upon which the members of 5 act as homomorphisms; i.e.,

there is a function sx on SXX to X such that s(x+y)=sx+sy and (rs)x

= r(sx) for r, sES and x, yEX. An S-space will be called topologized ii it has

a topology in which left translations are continuous; topological if it is a

topological group and multiplication by s is continuous for each sES. S-

subspaces, S-homomorphisms and S-isomorphisms are defined in the obvious

way.

Any abelian group is a /-space; the /-subspaces are the subgroups and

/-homomorphisms are the ordinary homomorphisms. A linear space over a

field $ is a 4>-space; the ^-subspaces and ^-homomorphisms are the linear sub-

spaces and the distributive functions. We also note that a commutative ring

X is an X-space under the usual product; the X-subspaces are the ideals and

the X-homomorphisms are group-homomorphisms for which f(xy)=x-f(y)

= y-f(x); if the ring has a unit, each X-homomorphism on the ring to itself is

merely multiplication by a fixed element.

The cartesian product of an arbitrary collection of S-spaces {Xa:aEA }

can be made into an S-space in the natural way, and the symbols P\Xa:

aEA) or PXa will henceforth denote this product; the symbols Pw{Xa:

aEA} or PwXa will denote the S-subspace ("weak" product) consisting of

those members of the product which are finitely nonzero. For each aEA, we

define ira:PXa—*Xa and ia:Xa-^>PXa by 7r0(x)=x0 and [ia(p)]a = p, [ia(P)]h

= 0b if b^a. These are both clearly S-homomorphisms, and ia(Xa) EPwXa.

If X and Fare S-spaces, H(X, Y) will denote the set of S-homomorphisms

on X to Y; if they have topologies, C(X, Y) will denote the continuous mem-

bers of H(X, Y). Note that H(X, Y) is an S-subspace of Yx; if Y is topologi-

cal, C(X, Y) is an S-subspace of H(X, Y).
Ii X, Y and Z are S-spaces and Y and Z are topologized, we say that

X is a Z-complement of Y if there is an S-homomorphism fj. on X onto C( Y, Z).

Simple examples of complements are of course character groups and adjoint

spaces. If X is also topologized, we say that X and Y are Z-dual ii they are

simultaneously Z-complements of each other; that is, if there is a bi-S-

homomorphism Q,:Xy,Y—*Z such that S2(x, Y) = C(X, Z) for each xEX

and £l(X, y) = C(Y, Z) lor each yEY. K locally-compact abelian Hausdorff

group and its character group are R/J-dual with Q(%, y) =x(y)'< similarly, a

real or complex linear topological space is i?-dual or C-dual to its adjoint if

the adjoint's topology is suitably selected. Finally, a discrete commutative

ring X with identity is X-dual to itself, with fi(x, x') =xx'.

3. Additive ideals; the fundamental lemma. In what follows, A will de-
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note some fixed set, and S will represent the family of finite subsets of A. By

an additive ideal or U-ideal we will mean a hereditary family of subsets of A

which is closed under finite unions. For any (8>E2A, we define a complement

($,'= [E:EEA and EC~\BES for every BE®}- Also, let &" = ((&')'. Clearly
GS' is always a U-ideal and fFC®'; also, ©C®" but equality need not hold

even if <B is itself a U-ideal.

For each aEA, let Xa be an 5-space; if xEPXtt, let A(x) = {a:aEA,

rra(x)9*6a}; then, for any (&E2A, let L((R) = {x:x£P.X0 and A(x)E®}- If «

is a U-ideal, Z,((B) is an 5-subspace of PX„.

Several examples of U-ideals and their complements may be mentioned

here: (i) If (B = 2X, then <&'= S and <$>" = <&; in this case, L((R)=PXa and

L(($,')=PwXa; (ii) If A is a locally-compact Hausdorff space, and (B the

family of precompact subsets, then <$>' consists of all closed discrete subsets;

if A is also (r-compact, (B" = (B; here L((&) consists of the members of the

product which have "compact supports"; (iii) If / denotes the positive inte-

gers, and ,4=/XPtake 63= {B:BEA,BEFXI for some finite F}; then (B

is a U-ideal and (B'= {M:for each «£/, there is P„ finite so that MCU{w}

XFn'.nEl}; also (&" = (& (this example is essentially due to Kothe [6, pp.

34-35]).
From now on, let Z be a fixed 5-space, and (& a fixed U-ideal of subsets of

A. For each aEA, let Xa, Ya be 5-spaces and p." a homomorphism on Xa into

H(Ya, Z). Set X = /(«', PX„) and Y = L(®, PF.) and then define p\X^Zv
by

(1) k*)](y)-£{[M'(*.)](y.):«G^}.

This function is well-defined, is an S-homomorphism into H(Y, Z), and is

1-1 if and only if each p" is.

3.1. Fundamental lemma. If f is a group-homomorphism on Y to Z, if

the composition f o iaEpa(Xa) for each aEA, and if there is B'E($>' such that

f(y) =6 whenever A(y)r\B'=A, then f = p(x) for some xEX.

Proof. For each aEA, choose q(a) EXa such that pa[q(a) ] =f o *„• Define

xEPXa by xa = q(a) for aEB', xa = 6a for aEB'; then xEX and we will show

that p(x)=f. For any yEY, A(y)E<$>; thus A(y)C\B' is a finite set G. If

y'=y-Jl{ia(ya)'aEG}, then y'E Yand A(y')C\B'=A; hencef(y') =6, or

f(y) = E {f[ia(ya)]:aEG} = £ { \fl-(x.)](y.):a E A(y)} = [u(x))(y).

4. Topologies for Y; the main theorem. In this and the subsequent sec-

tions we assume the same situation described in the preceding section; in

addition, we assume that each F0 is topologized, that Z is topological and

that each p" is onto C(Ya, Z). For MQX, NEZ, define G(M, N)={y:

[p(x)](y)EN for xEM}.
Next we consider a collection of topologies any of which may be assigned
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to Y; the symbols introduced here will be used throughout the remainder of

the paper. If 9 is any family of subsets of Y each containing 6, let £? be the

family of finite intersections of members of 9- We will define T(Q) as the topol-

ogy for Y in which a set U is open if and only if for each xEU there is

GEQf such that x+GEU. Then (Y, T($)) is a topologized S-space and, al-

though the members of 9 need not be nuclei, continuity of S-homomorphisms

on or into (Y, T(£)) may be verified by using Qp instead of the family of

nuclei. We will use the following families:

-W={G({x}, V):xEX, Va nucleus in Z};

6>={M: for some B'E<%>', any yEY such that A(y)C\B' =k belongs to

M};
2ff£ = {M: for each a EA, there is a nucleus Va in F„such t\iatia(Va)EM};

(R= {PVaC\Y: each Va a nucleus in Ya};

Q = {P Vaf\ Y: each Va a nucleus in Ya and all but a finite number equal

tO   Ya}.

If, in addition, X has a topology, we define

6 = {G(K, V):K compact in X, V a nucleus in Z}.

The topology T(V?) is usually called the weak topology, T(Q) the compact-

open topology; T(Q) is the (relativized) product topology; T((R) may be called,

as is done by Kaplan [4], the rectangular topology ior Y. The reader may

verify that wCC, that QC(RC3Tl, that QC(P and that wC^HlP. If (S, = 2A,
then TCW)ET(Q); that is, every 7\W)-open set is r(c7j)-open.

We say that a topologized S-space L does not have arbitrarily small S-sub-

spaces if there is a nucleus in L which contains no S-subspace other than 6.

We are now ready for the main theorem, whose proof is given in three lemmas;

the first two proofs are left to the reader.

4.1. Lemma. // 3D7TW), then u(X)EC[(Y, 3), Z].

4.2. Lemma. If 3 ET (yd), then C[(Y, 3), Z] o iaEC(Ya, Z) for each aEA.

4.3. Lemma. If Z does not have arbitrarily small S-subspaces, and 3ET((P),

then for any fEC[(Y, 3), Z] there is B'E<S>' such that f(y) =6 whenever A(y)

n>B'=A.

Proof. Let U he a nucleus in Z containing no S-subspace other than 6. If

fEC[(Y, 3), Z]EC[(Y, T(S>)), Z], there is B'E<$>' such that f(y)E U when-
ever A(y)C\B' =A. The collection of all such y is an S-subspace of Y; its

image under/is an S-subspace contained in U, which must then be 6, proving

the lemma.

4.4. Theorem. // each Xa is a Z-complement of Ya and \ia is the cor-

responding S-homomorphism; if Z does not have arbitrarily small S-subspaces;

and if the topology 3 for Y is such that TCW)E3ETC3\l)r\T(G>), then X is a
Z-complement of (Y, 3), under the S-homomorphism n'.X—>C[(Y, 3), Z] de-

fined in (1).
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Proof. Immediate from the three preceding lemmas and the Funda-

mental Lemma (3.1).

We remark that, since VPE3\ir\<P, there are always such topologies. Two

applications of this theorem will, of course, give a theorem on dual spaces.

4.5. Theorem. // 63" = (B and, for each a, Xa and Ya are Z-dual and fl"

is the corresponding bihomomorphism; if Z does not have arbitrarily small S-

subspaces; and if 3, <U are topologies for Y,Xsuchthat F(W)C3CF(9TC)nF((P)

and analogous relations hold for IL, then (X, It) and (Y, 3) are Z-dual, with a

bihomomorphism on XX Y to Z defined by

(2) Q(x, y) = X) {""(*», ya):aEA}.

5. The full product. We now focus our attention on the two U-ideals

which are of most frequent use: S and 2A.

If CB = 2A, then (&' = S, Y = PYa and X = PwXa, and it follows from earlier

remarks that T(Q), the usual product topology for Y, lies within the interval

prescribed in Theorem 4.4; hence we can state the following result.

5.1. Theorem. If each Xa is a Z-complement of Ya, with corresponding

homomorphism p", and if Z does not have arbitrarily small S-subspaces, then

PwXa is a Z-complement of PYa in the product topology, under the S-homomor-

phism p on PwXa to C(PYa, Z) defined in (1).

6. The weak product. If (& = S, then 63'= 2*. Y=PwYa, X = PXa and

T(<?) is the discrete topology for Y. As before, we have F(Q) C F((R) C F(3TC),

and T(W)ET(Q)r\T('M) when T(Q) is defined. The two succeeding lemmas

concern other possible relationships between topologies.

6.1. Lemma. If X and each Xa are topologized in such a way that each projec-

tion t„ is continuous, and if the topology of each Ya is finer than the compact-

open topology (which it has as a subset of Zx«), then CC9TL

Proof. Take G = G(K, 7)66. For each a EA, let Ka = ira(K); then Ka is

compact in Xa and Ua = G(Ka, V) is a nucleus in Ya. Since [p(k)](ia(p))

= \fia(Ta(k))](p)E V for kEK and pEUa, we have ia(Ua)EG for each aEA,

proving the lemma.

6.2. Definition. The topological S-space Z has property G(X) if it has a

nucleus B and a nuclear base V such that, for any VEV, there is a positive

integer n such that G(nK, B)EG(K, V) whenever K is compact in X and

9EK.
Remark. The spaces R and C have property G(X) for any P-space (resp.,

C-space) X; take B = {x: \ x\ < 1} and V to be the family of all convex nuclei.

The circle group R/J has property G(X) for any topological group X; take

B= {r: \r\ <l/8} and lett) be the family of all nuclei of the form {r: \r\ <r0}

with r0 < 1/4. This last result may be easily verified by the argument used by

Kaplan [4, Lemma 2.8].
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6.3. Lemma. // each Xa is topologized and the topology of Ya is coarser than

the compact-open topology (as a subset of ZXa); if X has the product topology;

and if Z has property G(Xa) for each aEA, then T((R)ET(Q).

Proof. Take i?£fll; it will suffice to show that there is GEG such that

GER- Write R = PUaf^Y; ior each aEA, there is Ka compact in Xa and a

nucleus Va in Z such that G(Ka, Va)EUa; we may of course assume that

BaEKa and choose Va in the special nuclear base given by property G(Xa).

Then there is a positive integer na such that G(naKa, B) EG(Ka, Va) C Ua; let

K = P(naKa), a compact set in X. To show that G(K, B) QR, take yEG(K, B);

for each aEA and pEKa, we have ia(nap)EK, so that

[na(nap)](ya) = [n(ia(nap))](y) E B;

this shows that yaEG(naKa, B)EUa. Thus yEPUar^Y=R, and the proof

is complete.

These two lemmas imply the following.

6.4. Lemma. If each Xa is topologized, each Ya has the compact-open

topology, X has the product topology, and Z has property G(Xa) for each aEA,

then 7\<S) C 7X<R) C T( e) C T(VK) C T((P).

Since /((P) is the discrete topology, Theorem 4.4 gives us the following

result.

6.5. Theorem. If each Xa is a Z-complement of Ya with corresponding S-

homomorphism p." and 3 is a topology for PwYa such that T(°W)E3ET('3](l),

then PXa is a Z-complement of (PwYa, 3) under the S-homomorphism n'.PXa

->C(P<°Ya, Z) defined by (1).

We take time out for a result which is needed later (§9).

6.6. Lemma. For any xEX and any nucleus V in Z there is Af(E3TC such

that [fi(x)](M)EV.

Proof. For each aEA, let Ua = G({xa], V), a nucleus in Ya; let

M={J{ia(Ua):aEA}. Then for y=ia(p)EM, we have [n(x)](y) = [(i'(xa)](p)

EV.

6.7. Lemma. Let D, D' be functions on 2Y to 2Y and 2Z to 2Z, respectively,

such that D2 = D, D(M)DM for all MEW and h[D(E)]ED'[h(E)] for any
hEH(Y, Z) and EEY. Suppose further that among the sets E'EZ such that

D'(E')=E' there is a nuclear base. Let Sl={N:NEY, D(N) = N}; then

r(w) c r(9nn ai) c nsm).

Proof. The second inclusion is obvious. To prove the first, take G({xJ, V)

(£W. By hypothesis, there is a nucleus U in Z such that U = D'(U)EV. By

Lemma 6.6, there is MG3Tt such that [/i(x)](M)E U. Let N = D(M); then

NEWrwi and [n(x)](N) = [u(x)](D(M))ED'([fi(x)](M))ED'(U)E V.
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The preceding lemmas show that T(G) and F(3Hn3X) are among the

topologies which may be used for 3 in Theorem 6.5.

7. The compact-open topology for the weak product. We continue to

assume that (& = S, and thus Y=P"Ya.

7.1. Lemma. Suppose each Ya is Hausdorff, and 3 is a topology for Y such

that 3DF((R). Then for any set K compact in (Y, 3) the set P(K) = {a: aEA,

ira (K) 9* 6a} is finite.

Proof. (Following Kaplan [4, Theorem 2]). Suppose P(K) is infinite; we

may choose, for each aEP(K), a point m(a)EK such that wa(m(a))9*6a.

Let K' = {m(a):aEP(K)} EK; then K' is infinite, since A(k) is finite for

k E Y, whereas U {A (k): k EK'} = P(K) is infinite. We will show that no point

of K can be an accumulation point of K'; this will contradict the compactness

of K, proving the lemma. Take kEK. For each a EA, choose a nucleus Ua in

Ya as follows: if aEP(K) and aEA(k) select Ua so that 7r„(m(a))E Ua; other-

wise let Ua= Ya. Then R=PUa(~\Y is a F((R)-nucleus and thus a 3-nucleus.

Clearly kER, but m(a)ER only if aEA(k), a finite set; hence Rf~\K' is

finite and k is not an accumulation point of K'.

7.2. Theorem. Let each F„ be Hausdorff and Xa be a Z-complement of Ya

topologized with the corresponding compact-open topology (each p" is then an S-

isomorphism). Let It be the product topology for X = PXa and 3 a topology for

Y = PwYa such that F(*W)UF((R)C3CF(3ll). Then p, as defined in (1), is an
S-isomorphism on X onto C[(Y, 3), Z] and is a homeomorphism if the latter

has the compact-open topology.

Proof. It is clear from previous theorems that p is an ^-isomorphism onto;

we will prove that it is bicontinuous.

Let PUa be a ll-nucleus in X. For each aEA, UaZ)G(Ka, Va) for some

compact Ka in Ya and nucleus Va in Z; without loss of generality, we may

assume that BaEKa and that Ka = 9a except for a in a finite set FEA. Let

K = U {ia(Ktt) :aEA } = U{ia(Ka) :aEF}; since 3ET(Wi),K is compact in (Y,

3). Let V= fl { F„:aGP}, which is a nucleus in Z; then G(K, V) is a compact-

open nucleus in C[(Y, 3), Z] and p~lG(K, V)EPUa, for if hEG(K, V) and

pEKa for some a, we have

[pa*ap-Kh)}(p)   =   [pp~l(k)](ia(P))   =   Kia(p)) E Va

so that irap-l(h)EG(Ka, Va)EUa, or p-l(h)EPUa. This proves that m_1 is

continuous.

Now let G(K, V) be any compact-open nucleus in C[( Y, 3), Z]; once again

we may assume BEK. By Lemma 7.1, wa(K) = 0O except for a in a finite set

FEA. Since 3 is finer than the product topology T(Q), each set wa(K) is

compact in Ya. If F has m points, choose a nucleus U in Z such that m UQ V.

Set Ua= {p:pEXa and [u"(p)](Trtt(K))CU}; this is a nucleus, and is Xa for
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aEF. Thus PUa is a ll-nucleus in X; we will show that ix(PUa)EG(K, V). If

xEPUa and kEK,

U(x)](k) - Elkw](y:«e^l
= Z { k(*0](»-(*)):« EF} EmUEV.

This concludes the proof.

As noted earlier, there are conditions under which T(6X)ET(e)ET(yK);

hence the following corollary.

7.3. Corollary. Suppose, for each aEA, that Xa is a Z-complement of Ya,

that Xa and Ya have the compact-open topology each relative to the other, that each

Ya is Hausdorff, and that Z has property G(Xa). Let H. be the product topology

for PXa and 3 the compact-open topology for C[(PwYa, T(Q)),Z}. Thenthe func-

tion n:(PXa, ll)-*!C[(P»Ya, T(e)), Z], 3}, as defined by (I) is an S-iso-
morphism and homeomorphism onto.

From Theorem 4.5, with (& = $, we obtain this duality theorem:

7.4. Theorem. Suppose Z does not have arbitrarily small S-subspaces and,

for each a EA, Xa and Ya are Z-dual S-spaces connected by the bihomomorphism

Q". If 11 is the product topology for PXa and 3 is a topology for Pw Ya such that

r(cW)C3Cr(31t)> then (PXa, 11) and (PwYa, 3) are Z-dual, with corresponding

bihomomorphism fi defined as in (2).

8. Applications to topological groups. In this section, we indicate how

our previous results may be applied to topological groups, and we list a few

of the theorems thus obtained. The semi-group S is always taken to be the

integers /; all spaces involved are groups considered as /-spaces. The space

Z will always be R/J, which is a topological /-space, does not have arbitrarily

small subgroups and, as remarked earlier, has property G(X) for any topo-

logical group X.

If G is any topological group (TG), the group C(G, R/J) will be denoted,

as usual, by G*. The identity function on G* is a /-isomorphism which shows

that G* is an ^//-complement of G. In this setting, the principal results of

§§5—6 give us the theorems which follow.

8.1. Theorem. Let Ga be a TG for each aEA. If 11 is the product topology

for PGa, then PwGa*=(PGa, 11)*; */ 3 is any topology for PwGa such that

f (*W)C3Cr(3K), then PGa*9*(PwGa, 3)*. The isomorphism u, in either case, is

given by fju(x)](y) = Y{xa(ya):aEA}.

8.2. Theorem. For each aEA, let Ga and Ha be TGs which are character

groups of each other. If 11 is the product topology for PGa and 3 a topology for

P»Ha such that r(*W)C3Cr(3R), then each of the groups (PGa, 11) and (P^Ha,

3) is algebraically isomorphic to the character group of the other.

8.3. Definition. Two TGs will be called Pontrjagin-dual ii each is iso-
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morphic and homeomorphic to the character group of the other (with the

usual compact-open topology in the character groups). Such groups are of

course P//-dual in our sense.

Corollary 7.3 now yields Theorem 8.4 and its corollary.

8.4. Theorem. For each aEA, let Ga, Ha be a pair of Pontrjagin-dual

Hausdorff groups with bihomomorphism Qa. Let T(Q), as before, designate the

compact-open topology for PwHa (as functions on PGa). Then, if It is the product

topology for PGa, the groups (PGa, It) and (PwHa, T(G)) are Pontrjagin-dual,

connected by the bihomomorphism Q.(g, h) = 23{£2°(g<., ha)\aEA }.

8.5. Corollary. The family of Hausdorff groups which are (algebraically

and topologically) the character groups of their character groups is closed under

the operation of taking arbitrary cartesian products.

This corollary is essentially the main result of Kaplan's first paper [4] on

extensions of the Pontrjagin duality, as pointed out in his introduction.

Kaplan, in addition, describes a base, in PWG*, for the topology T(e), which

he calls the "asterisk topology."

9. Applications to linear topological spaces. In this section, we will indi-

cate how the results of §§5-6 may be applied to real or complex linear topo-

logical spaces (LTS), and will list several of the principal results. The semi-

group 5 will always be either the real numbers, R, or the complex numbers, C;

all spaces will be LTS, considered as topological P-spaces or C-spaces, as the

case may be.

There are many LTS which do not have arbitrarily small linear sub-

spaces; among these are the Hausdorff LTS which are locally-bounded in

the sense of Hyers [3], a class which includes the normed linear spaces.

From Theorems 5.1 and 6.5 we have the following.

9.1. Theorem. Let Z be an LTS without arbitrarily small linear subspaces;

for each aEA, let Ya be an LTS and Xa = C( Ya, Z). If 3 is the product topology

for P Ya, then PwXa is isomorphic to C[(P Ya, 3), Z], with isomorphism p defined

by \M(x)](y) = '22{xa(ya):aEA}.

9.2. Theorem. Let Z be any LTS; for each aEA, let Ya be an LTS and

Xa = C(Ya, Z). If 3 is a topology for P*°Ya such that F(W)C3CP(3TC), then
PXa is isomorphic to C[(PwYa, 3), Z], under the isomorphism p defined by

[p(x)](y)=j:{xa(ya):aEA}.

9.3. Definition. Let Z and each F„ be a real LTS; in this case we define

two additional families of subsets of P™ Ya:

8= {E:E convex, PGEUt};

9= {G:GE&, G radially-open at 6}.

The topology F(g) is used by Katetov [5]. We have from 6.7 the theorem

which follows.
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9.4. Theorem. Let Z be a locally-convex real LTS. For each aEA, let Ya

be a real LTS. Then (i) 8 = 9 and (ii) if Xa = C( Ya, Z), then PXa is isomorphic

to C[(P«Ya, T(&)), Z] = C[(P»Ya, /(g)), Z],

Proof. Take ££8; we will show that E is radially-open at 0. For each

aEA, there is a nucleus Ua in Ya such that ia(Ua)EE; since Ya is an LTS,

we may choose Ua to be radially-open at 6a. Take yEPwYa; then

y= Y{^"(y«)'a^^}> where F = A(y) is finite, say with m elements. For each

aEF, there is some Xo>0 such that, if \B\ <X„, then 8yaEUa. Let X = (l/m)

(min {\a'aEF}). ThenX>0and if \B\ <\,wehavemByaEUaloreachaEF;

therefore,

8y = 8(Y{ia(ya):aEF}) = (l/m)(Y{ia(m8ya):a EF})

and this belongs to the convex set E, proving (i).

To prove (ii), let D(E), D'(E') represent the convex covers of EE Y

and E'EZ, respectively. Since D, D' satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 6.7,

and 311/^31 = 8 = 9, the present result follows immediately from Theorem 6.5.

It may be noted that (Y, /(g)) is always an LTS.

Since both R and C are normed linear spaces and R is a locally convex

real LTS, the preceding theorems may be applied to the adjoint space

C(X, R) or C(X, C) of an LTS X, ior which we use the usual notation X*.

Thus we see that PWX* is the adjoint of the product PXa in its product topol-

ogy, and that there are several "interesting" topologies for PwXa under which

its adjoint is PX*.

When each Ya is the same space F, we write YA ior P Ya and YA for Pw Ya.

With this notation, our principal theorem becomes:

9.5. Theorem. Let A be a set and Y an LTS. Let 11 be the product topology

for YA and 3 a topology for YA such that T(°W)E3ET(y(l), where, in the defini-

tion of rOW), we take X=(Y*)A. Then (Y*)A is isomorphic to (YA, It)* and

(Y*)A is isomorphic to (YA, 3)*. In either case, an isomorphism n is defined by

W(f)](y) = Y\Mya):aEA}.

The general form of the duality theorem for products of linear spaces is as

follows, with the obvious specializations to adjoints and products of a space

with itself.

9.6. Theorem. Let Z be an LTS without arbitrarily small linear subspaces.

For each a in a set A, let Xa and Ya be Z-dual LTS, with a connecting bihomo-

morphism fi". Further, let 11 be the product topology for PXa and 3 a topology for

P"Ya such that T(V?)E3ETC3tt). Then (PXa, U) and (P"Ya, 3) are Z-dual,
under the bihomomorphism fl defined as in (2).

Remark. If we take Z = R or C and 3=/(g) in this theorem, we obtain

the main theorem of Katetov's paper [5, Theorem 2.2]. We note that in his
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hypothesis that all the spaces are locally-convex and Hausdorff is not essen-

tial to the theorem.

10. Self-adjoint spaces. Of special interest is the case in which Y^= Ya

for each aEA. In this category, perhaps the most important are the Hilbert

spaces. If H is a real Hilbert space, the usual inner product of FT is a bihomo-

morphism under which H is an P-complement of itself, as is well-known.

For this type of space, we have the following special form of the duality

theorem.

10.1. Theorem. For each a in some set A, let Ha be a real Hilbert space with

inner product (p, q)a- If PHa is given the product topology and PwHa has a topol-

ogy 3 such that F(cvv')C3CF(3Tl), these two spaces are adjoints of each other,

connected by the bihomomorphism Q,(x, y) = £{ (xa, ya)*'ctEA }.

Since a real Hilbert space is also its own adjoint in the weak topology,

either this or the norm topology may be used in any Ha in taking the products

above. A result analogous to 10.1 is true for complex Hilbert spaces, requiring

only a slight modification of our earlier arguments; the proof will be omitted.

From 10.1 we readily obtain the following result of Dixmier [2, Theorem

4].

10.2. Corollary. Let H be a Hilbert space with inner product (x, y); let

B be the family of all bounded linear operators on X. Then for any linear func-

tional L on B, these are equivalent:

(1) L is continuous in the weak topology;

(2) L is continuous in the strong topology;

(3) There are elements xx, x2, • • • , xn and ylt y2, • • • , yn in H such that

L(f) = £?-i (/(*<). yd, for allfEB.

Proof. Clearly (1) implies (2) and (3) implies (1). To show that either

(1) or (2) implies (3), we note that HH, in either the weak or the strong

topology is a locally-convex Hausdorff LTS; therefore, by a well-known result

(see Wehausen [7, Theorem ll]), any continuous linear functional L on B

can be extended to a continuous linear functional L' on HH. By Theorem 10.1,

L' may be considered to be a member of H„; specifically, there are points

xx, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn in Hand a function G on H to H such that L'(f)= £?_i (f(xi),

G(xi)) for all fEHH. Putting yi = G(xi) for each i gives (3).

The spaces R and C are the one-dimensional Hilbert spaces, with inner

product (x, y)=xy or xy, respectively. Consequently, the following theorem

holds.

10.3. Theorem. Let A be any set. If RA[CA] has the product topology and

Ri[CA] has the topology T(V?) or F(g), then these two spaces are adjoints of

each other, connected by the bihomomorphism Q defined by Q(x, y) = £{xaya:

aEA } or ^xaya'aEA}, respectively.
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For the case in which A=I, the set of positive integers, this includes

Banach's classical theorem [l, p. 50] on the general linear functional on the

space (s) of all real sequences.
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